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Learn How to Build Differentiated Machines

Kollmorgen has available its new
Automation and Motion Solutions Catalog. This comprehensive resource guide
details the features, benefits and specifications of the company’s broad range of
innovative motion control solutions headlined by Kollmorgen Automation Suite™, an
integrated system that includes the development environment, engineering
services and best-in-class automation and motion components to help OEMs create
a differentiated machine faster, and with the ease of collaborating with a single
vendor.
The catalog details Kollmorgen’s comprehensive and scalable family of AKD®
Ethernet-based servo drives, AKM™servomotors, direct drive technology,
Kollmorgen Cartridge DDR® motors, housed DDR motors, linear positioning
systems, precision tables, electric cylinders, rodless actuators, TRUE Planetary™
gearheads, stepper motors, stepper drives and other product solutions. Also
featured are Kollmorgen’s Optimized Solutions that result in rapid prototyping,
shorter design cycles and getting machines to market faster.
“Time constraints, demands for better performance and having to think about the
next-generation machine even before the current one is built are some of the everescalating marketplace demands that place increased pressure on machine
designers and users at every turn,” says Josh Inman, Business Unit Manager. “While
expectations are enormous, budgets are not. Kollmorgen’s innovative automation
and motion solutions and broad range of quality products help engineers not only
overcome these challenges but also build truly differentiated machines.”
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Motion can distinctly differentiate a machine and deliver a marketplace advantage
by improving its performance, which translates to overall increased efficiency on
the factory floor. Perfectly deployed machine motion can make a machine more
reliable and efficient, enhance accuracy and improve user safety. Motion also
represents endless possibilities for innovation. This new 108 page Kollmorgen
catalog details the motion control solutions that can help deliver these results.
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